Carrier diffusion in low-dimensional semiconductors: A comparison of quantum wells, disordered quantum wells, and quantum dots
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We present a comparative study of carrier diffusion in semiconductor heterostructures with different dimensionality [InGaAs quantum wells (QWs), InAs quantum dots (QDs), and disordered InGaNAs QWs (DQWs)]. In order to evaluate the diffusion length in the active region of device structures, we introduce a method based on the measurement of the current-voltage and light-current characteristics in light-emitting diodes where current is injected in an area <1 μm². By analyzing the scaling behavior of devices with different sizes, we deduce the effective active area, and thus the diffusion length. A strong reduction in the diffusion length is observed going from QWs (L_d ≈ 2.7 μm) to QDs (L_d < 100 nm), DQWs being an intermediate case (L_d ≈ 0–200 nm depending on the carrier density). These results show that lateral composition fluctuations, either intended or unintended, produce strong carrier localization and significantly affect the carrier profile in a device even at room temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carrier diffusion plays an important role in the understanding and optimization of semiconductor optoelectronic devices, particularly lasers and light-emitting diodes. In the most common situation of two-dimensional (2D) heteroepitaxial growth, the potential profile and hence carrier transport, can be easily tailored in the growth direction, while in the layers plane transport is determined by diffusion. The diffusion length then sets the ultimate limit on the active device diameter. For example, the lowest threshold currents in quantum well (QW) vertical-cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) are obtained in 2–3 μm diameter devices, largely due to the loss of carriers due to the lateral diffusion in the QW for smaller diameters. For this reason, a large effort has been dedicated to the study and fabrication of active regions having a smaller diffusion length.1–3 Diffusion processes strongly depend on the dimensionality of the active region: While 3D carrier diffusion is possible in a bulk unconfined active region, diffusion is restricted in a plane for a 2D quantum well, to a single direction for a quantum wire, and finally carriers are completely localized in an ideal 0D quantum dot (QD). Suppressed carrier diffusion in quantum dots has been indirectly evidenced in device characteristics such as the reduced sensitivity to defects,4 better scaling of laser performance,3 increased resistance to radiation damage,5,6 and improved performance of ultrasmall devices.7–9 Disordered QWs (DQWs) are an intermediate case between the 2D and 0D situations. In these structures, the essentially two-dimensional potential profile contains random fluctuation due, e.g., to inhomogeneities in the thickness or the composition of the QW (note that, in this context, the term “disordered” does not refer to the crystal quality of the QW). Thus, carriers can be localized in the minima of the potential profile, where they do not contribute to drift or diffusion. As the temperature or the injection level is increased, more and more carriers are promoted into higher-lying, unconfined energy states. In an energy band picture, the presence of disorder produces band tails corresponding to the localized states. Even in unconfined energy states within the band, the carrier mobility and the diffusion length are strongly reduced by scattering due to spatial inhomogeneities, as evidenced, e.g., in the AlGaN and InGaNAs material systems.10,11

Due to its fundamental and practical relevance, carrier diffusion has been experimentally investigated using a variety of techniques. In most cases, the ambipolar or unipolar diffusion length is measured on specifically designed structures by relatively sophisticated techniques, such as cathodoluminescence,12 the transient-grating method,13 or the high-resolution time-of-flight technique.14 However, the measurement of the diffusion length in a device structure under working conditions would be preferred for the understanding and optimization of device characteristics. This has been demonstrated in edge-emitting lasers by fitting the subthreshold electrical impedance and modulation response15 or the threshold current dependence on the stripe width.5 These methods rely on specific laser models and require additional assumptions (e.g., the shape of the gain-current curve). Moreover, it is difficult to identify the process that is responsible for the broadening of the carrier profile, i.e., carrier diffusion in the active region versus current spreading in the injectors. Recently, we introduced9 a fabrication technique that allows the realization of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with dimensions comparable to the diffusion length (i.e., <1 μm). The characteristics of such ultrasmall devices are very sensitive to diffusion and spreading processes. In this paper, we show that through a simple analysis of their current-voltage and light-current characteristics it is possible
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to distinguish between current spreading and carrier diffusion, and to evaluate the diffusion length. This allows us to perform a comprehensive comparison of the diffusion process in QDs, QWs, and DQWs, as a function of the carrier density. In Sec. II, the device structure and fabrication are described, and the role of current spreading is analyzed. In Sec. III we present a comparative study of the diffusion length in similar structures comprising three different active regions, i.e., an InGaAs/GaAs QW, InAs/GaAs QDs, and a disordered InGaNAs QW. A diffusion length $L_d=2.7 \mu m$ is deduced for the InGaAs QW, while carrier localization ($L_d<200 \text{ nm}$) is observed in both the QDs and the InGaNAs DQW. In the DQW, we further show that the diffusion length increases with increasing current density, an indication of the filling of localized states in the band tail. The results are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. SAMPLE STRUCTURE AND FABRICATION

Three LED wafers were grown with very similar epitaxial structure except for the active regions. The samples (Fig. 1) were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) on $n$-doped (001) GaAs substrates and consist of bottom-emitting microcavity LEDs with a bottom epitaxial distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) and a gold layer on the top, which serves both as a mirror and as a contact. The QD and QW samples were grown in the same VG-V80H MBE system and have an identical layer sequence: (from the bottom) 3.5-pairs $n$-doped GaAs/Al$_{0.9}$Ga$_{0.1}$As quarter-wave stack (with 10 nm-thick graded layers at the interfaces), 20 nm $n$-Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As, 114 nm $n$-GaAs, 45 nm undoped GaAs, an active layer (QDs or InGaAs QW), 45 nm undoped GaAs, 32 nm undoped AlGaAs with Al composition linearly increasing from 0% to 85%, 20 nm undoped Al$_{0.85}$Ga$_{0.15}$As, 115 nm $p$-Al$_{0.85}$Ga$_{0.15}$As, 10 nm graded layer, and a top $p+$ GaAs capping layer. Both $n$- and $p$-doping is nominally $2 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, except in the capping layer, which is $p$-doped to $5 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. The active layer consists in one sample of a 7.5 nm In$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$As QW emitting at 980 nm at room temperature (RT), in the other sample of a self-assembled QD layer obtained by continuously depositing 2.9 monolayers of InAs and covering with a 5 nm-thick In$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$As layer (RT emission around 1300 nm). The weak microcavity defined by the top $p$-GaAs mirror and the bottom 3.5 pairs Bragg mirror (quality factor $Q=20$) in this structure was designed to maximize the extraction efficiency for low-temperature emission at 1220 nm, therefore it is not optimized for the QD and QW RT emission wavelengths. The extraction efficiency, calculated by the dipole source-term method, is 1.6% for the QW and 3.9% for the QD sample, at their respective emission wavelengths. The third DQW sample was grown in a different VG-V80H MBE apparatus and has the same layer sequence in the $p$-side of the junction and an active region composed of a 6.5 nm In$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$N$_{0.016}$As$_{0.984}$ QW sandwiched between two 5 nm GaAs$_{0.986}$N$_{0.014}$ barriers. The bottom DBR was replaced in this case by a $\lambda/2$-bottom $n$-Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As layer. The InGaNAs QW emits at 1280 nm at RT and the calculated extraction efficiency at this wavelength is 8.3%. We stress that the InGaNAs sample was not annealed, in order to clearly evidence the compositional inhomogeneities in the DQW. While the $n$-side of the junction in this sample is different, it will be shown in the following that the light-current-voltage characteristics are determined by the $p$-injector, which is identical in the three structures, therefore a significant comparison can be made.

LEDs with submicrometer current apertures were fabricated using the approach described in Ref. 9 and represented in Fig. 1. Device processing starts with the definition of shallow mesas of variable diameter (1–30 $\mu$m) by optical lithography and wet etching of the top GaAs cap layer. The exposed Al$_{0.85}$Ga$_{0.15}$As is then oxidized selectively by heating the samples at 400°C in a H$_2$O atmosphere created by bubbling N$_2$ in a water bath at 85°C. The oxidation starts at the exposed surface and then penetrates laterally by $l_{ox} \approx 500$ nm under the GaAs cap layer, thus defining a current aperture whose diameter can be controlled down to around 100 nm by varying the oxidation time. Figure 1(b) shows a cross-sectional scanning-electron microscope (SEM) image of an aperture of 300 nm defined in this way. Broad area
p-contacts ($3.8 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$) are then evaporated on top of the mesas, with uncritical alignment, and an n-contact is evaporated on the substrate side.

Because the surface of the sample, outside the mesas, is covered with an insulating Al$_2$O$_3$ oxide, current is forced to flow into the small current apertures. However, the active area may be larger than the current aperture if current spreads between the oxide aperture and the active layer. Current spreading must thus be suppressed to achieve a small active area. Current spreading is determined by the ratio of the lateral and vertical impedance: Particularly at low bias, when the diode impedance is large, current can find a lower impedance path by flowing laterally (parallel to the layers) and spreading on a much larger area. To suppress current spreading, the layers between the oxide aperture and the active layer were not doped in order to increase the lateral resistance.

Figure 2 shows the band diagram around the active region under an applied bias of 1 V, calculated by Simwindows simulation package,$^{17}$ assuming a 5 nm-thick InAs QW as the active layer. The 32 nm-thick AlGaAs with Al composition linearly graded from 0% to 85% acts as a hole injector by accelerating holes toward the active layer.
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**FIG. 2.** Band diagram (CB: conduction band; VB: valence band) around the active region of the QD and QW LEDs under an applied bias of 1 V, calculated by Simwindows (Ref. 17), assuming a 5 nm-thick InAs QW as the active layer. The 32 nm-thick AlGaAs with Al composition linearly graded from 0% to 85% acts as a hole injector by accelerating holes toward the active layer.

The role of current spreading and injector design was directly verified by comparing the current-voltage characteristics of two QD samples, one with the design described above, and a second one where the 32 nm-thick undoped graded injector and the 20 nm-thick undoped Al$_{0.85}$Ga$_{0.15}$As were replaced by a 20 nm-thick p-doped Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As, which acts as a current-spreading layer. Broad-area LEDs with diameters ranging from 50 to 400 µm were fabricated using wet oxidation as described above. The current density $J$ versus voltage $V$ characteristics for (a) $p$-doped and (b) undoped graded injector structures are shown in Fig. 3 for different device diameters. All measurements shown in the following were taken in the two-probe configuration, in order to measure very small currents at low bias [the series resistance of the set-up ($\approx 5 \, \Omega$) contributes significantly to the measured voltage only for currents $>10$ mA, i.e., in the saturation region of the largest devices]. The current density was derived from the current using the measured current-aperture area. A strong difference between the two sets of curves is evident. The LEDs with optimized graded undoped injector show exponential diode characteristics (with ideality factor $n=1.8$), with nearly perfect scaling of current with aperture area: The current density versus voltage curves superpose over four orders of magnitude of current in the low bias range (for $V \geq 0.8$ V the current becomes limited by the series and contact resistance, leading to a departure from exponential characteristics). In contrast, the LED with the current-spreading layer has strongly nonexponential I-V characteristics and does not show proper scaling with current aperture area. The absence of scaling is related to the fact that the effective device area is larger than the current aperture, which may be due to current spreading and/or to carrier diffusion. The nonexponential behavior of I-V characteristics
is strong evidence of current spreading, since this latter mechanism depends on the ratio of lateral to vertical impedance. Particularly, as the bias is reduced and thus the diode impedance increases, lateral current flow becomes more significant and the effective device area increases, leading to a higher current than in the undoped injector structure. In contrast, carrier diffusion does not depend on bias level and produces a bias-independent increase in the active diameter (see Sec. III). The comparison of the doped versus undoped injector structures shows that the $p$-injector plays a major role in the current-voltage characteristics of LEDs and lasers, and must be carefully optimized in order to avoid current spreading.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### A. Current-voltage measurements

Current-voltage characteristics were measured on LEDs with QD, QW, and DQW active regions, for device diameters ranging from 10 μm to 500 nm and are reported in the left part of Fig. 4. All measurements were performed in the dark at room temperature. Control devices ("no mesa"), which were uniformly etched and thus have no aperture in the oxide layer, present only a very small leakage current through the oxide ($I<0.1$ nA at 1.2 V, corresponding to a current density $<3 \times 10^{-6}$ A/cm²), which confirms that the oxide is effective in restricting current flow to the aperture.
region. The I-V curves present exponential diode characteristics over several orders of magnitude in the current, limited on the low bias side by the setup current sensitivity and on the high bias side by the series resistance due to space-charge-limited transport in the undoped AlGaAs layers and the contact resistance. In fact, in the high bias range ($V > 0.9$ V in the QD and DQW samples) the current has a square-law dependence on the voltage, which is typical for space-charge-limited transport. The ideality factors, obtained by fitting the exponential part of the I-V characteristics of the largest devices, are $n = 1.89$ (QD), 1.54 (QW), and 1.53 (DQW). Note that, because of the smaller bandgap of the active region, a higher current is observed in the QD and DQW samples than in the QW. Persistent photoconductivity due to ambient illumination was observed in the QW and DQW LEDs, leading to negative currents at low bias ($V < 0.2$ V) (this corresponds to the discharge of photogenerated carriers, which is slow due to the extremely high diode impedance). In order to alleviate this effect, the voltage was swept from 0 to 1.4 V several times before taking each measurement. Note that in the QD structures the same effect is not observed because of the much reduced absorption in the active region.

For each device size, the diameter of the current aperture was measured by SEM during the process and used in the calculation of the current density (the right part of Fig. 4). Comparing the current density for different device diameters, we observe a different scaling behavior depending on the nature of the active region. For the QD structures, the current density versus voltage characteristics do not depend on the device size and current aperture area. For each device, we calculate $J_n$ at $1.1$ V in the calculation of $L_d$ for the case where $L_d$ is negligible compared to the aperture radius. As a starting point, we take $J_0$ as the current density calculated from the largest (9 μm-diameter) device using the current aperture area. Specifically, we expect the active radius to be given by $L_{aperture}$, which should not depend on the device size and bias point. The current for device $n$ is then given by

$$I_n(V) = J_0(V)S_n = J_0(V)\pi(r_{aperture} + L_d)^2,$$

where $S_n$ is the effective active area, $r_{aperture}$ is the aperture radius, and $J_0$ is the current density in a planar device (i.e., for the case where $L_d$ is negligible compared to the aperture radius). As a starting point, we take $J_0$ as the current density calculated from the largest (9 μm-diameter) device using the current aperture area. For each device, we calculate $L_d = L_d(V)$ from Eq. (1). We find that, in the voltage range 0.7–1.1 V, where the I-V characteristics are exponential, $L_d$ has a value approximately independent of the voltage. The procedure is then iterated by using this value in the calculation of $J_0$, until a self-consistent value of $L_d$ is found. Figure 5(a) shows the $L_d(V)$ curves, obtained assuming $L_d = 2.7$ μm in the calculation of $J_0$ from the current of the 9 μm-diameter device. Remarkably, $L_d(V) = (2.7±0.4)$ μm in a voltage range that corresponds to over four orders of magnitude of current density variation for the smallest devices whose diameters span two orders of magnitude. The scaling of $J(V)$
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characteristics obtained by assuming \( L_d = 2.7 \mu \text{m} \) is shown in Fig. 5(b) and further demonstrates the accuracy of the fit. We stress that the possibility of fitting the \( J-V \) curves with a single parameter confirms that the diffusion process depends on the active material and not on the device size and the applied voltage.

Finally, the DQW LED characteristics scale relatively well with the current aperture area, as seen in Fig. 4 (bottom right). However, at high bias (\( V > 0.7 \text{ V} \)) smaller devices present an apparently larger current density—an indication for carrier diffusion. We apply the same procedure as for the QW LEDs, taking \( J_0 \) as the current density calculated from the 8.8 \( \mu \text{m} \)-diameter device using the current aperture area. The diffusion lengths calculated using Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 6(a). In this case, \( L_d \) is negligible (within the resolution of \( \approx 100 \text{ nm} \) due to dispersion in the characteristics of the different devices) for \( V < 0.6 \text{ V} \), however, for higher bias it clearly increases with bias with a saturation in the 150–200 nm range. This trend is observed in all the devices and the diffusion lengths are comparable. Note that the relative variation of \( L_d \) in the DQWs is much larger than in QWs, where it is below 20\% in a comparable bias range. We attribute the increase of diffusion length to a progressive filling of localized states in the band tail of the disordered GaInNAs QWs and consequent population of delocalized states in the band, as discussed in Sec. IV. Figure 6(b) reports the \( J-V \) characteristics obtained by taking into account a diffusion length \( L_d = 200 \text{ nm} \) in the calculation of the active area. The scaling is better in the high bias part of the characteristics, as expected.

### B. Light-current measurements

Light-current measurements were taken using a calibrated Ge detector with an active area of 1 \( \text{cm}^2 \) positioned close (\( \approx 1 \text{ mm} \)) to the sample backside, in order to collect most of the optical power emitted by the LEDs. Lock-in techniques are used to accurately measure the low-power levels produced by these small devices. Figure 7 (left side) shows the power \( P \) versus current \( I \) characteristics measured on the QD (top), QW (middle), and DQW (bottom) LEDs. The external quantum efficiency \( \eta_{\text{QE}} \), calculated as \( \eta_{\text{QE}} = (e/hv)/(P/I) \), is plotted in the right part of Fig. 7 as a function of the nominal current density (current divided by the aperture area).

The light-current characteristics on the QD LEDs show that at low current levels smaller devices are more efficient. This effect is mostly due to the fact that at low bias efficiency increases with current density (reaching a maximum around 100 A/cm\(^2\); see the right part of Fig. 7), and that for a given current smaller devices operate at higher current densities, thus closer to the optimum point. This is a clear demonstration that proper size scaling is needed in order to achieve efficient light generation at low output power levels. At higher bias, on the contrary, the output power from smaller devices saturates due to the filling of the QD ground state level and population of excited states, which are more prone to nonradiative recombination due to thermal escape. In order to de-embed the material properties from the effect of the microcavity, the external quantum efficiency can be written as \( \eta_{\text{QE}} = \eta_{\text{rad}} \eta_{\text{extr}} \), where \( \eta_{\text{rad}} \) is the radiative efficiency (the number of photons generated inside the device divided by the number of injected electrons) and \( \eta_{\text{extr}} \) is the extraction efficiency (the fraction of internally generated photons that escape to the outside). By dividing the measured external quantum efficiency by the extraction efficiency \( \eta_{\text{extr}} = 3.9\% \), calculated by the dipole source-term method,\(^{16} \) we deduce the radiative efficiency as a function of current density, plotted in Fig. 8 (top). The radiative efficiency versus current density curves scale well with each other, except for the two largest diameters, which present a lower peak efficiency. Also, the efficiency was observed to vary considerably among nominally identical devices for the smallest diameters in this sample (the best values are presented). Variation in the efficiency related to the increase in the spontaneous emission rate in the cavity mode (the so-called Purcell effect\(^{19,20} \)) can be excluded, despite the small active areas, since the cavity quality factor is too small in this structure. We rather attribute the scattering and reduced efficiency for the large devices to the presence of defects with areal density such that one or a few may be present in each LED. The presence of defects is also confirmed by the relatively low peak radiative efficiency of 2.5\% measured in
large (400 μm) devices, even with no oxide aperturing, as compared to the radiative efficiencies of 13% measured by us\textsuperscript{21} in similar QD structures. The main conclusion is that the efficiency is not degraded even for the smallest areas, which indicates that the oxide layer does not introduce nonradiative recombination centers in the QD layer along the perimeter of the aperture, which would become more significant as the device shrinks in size. Also, all devices reach the peak efficiency at similar current density levels, further confirming that proper size scaling is achieved in QD LEDs.

This situation should be contrasted with the efficiency versus current density curves for QW LEDs (Fig. 7, middle part), where (a) the peak efficiency decreases as the device diameter is reduced, and (b) the optimum current density increases by over one order of magnitude as the diameter is decreased from 9 to 0.5 μm. The latter effect is clearly related to the increase in the effective active area due to carrier diffusion in the QW, as observed in the current-voltage characteristics. By using the effective current densities (assuming $L_d=2.7$ μm) we easily recover efficiency curves which have the same functional dependence on the current densities (not shown). However, in order to explain the variation in the peak quantum efficiencies, we must introduce one further element: The extraction efficiency depends on whether re-
combination occurs in the aperture area, in the annular region below the mesa and the oxide [see Fig. 1(a)], or in the etched area outside the mesa. The output power can in fact be written as

\[
P_{\text{out}} = \frac{h \nu}{e} \eta_{\text{rad}} (\eta_{\text{aper}} I_{\text{aper}} + \eta_{\text{ox}} I_{\text{ox}} + \eta_{\text{etch}} I_{\text{etch}})
\]

\[
= \frac{h \nu}{e} \eta_{\text{rad}} \left( \eta_{\text{aper}} \frac{S_{\text{aper}}}{S_{\text{tot}}} + \eta_{\text{ox}} \frac{S_{\text{ox}}}{S_{\text{tot}}} + \eta_{\text{etch}} \frac{S_{\text{etch}}}{S_{\text{tot}}} \right) I, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \eta_{\text{aper}} \), \( \eta_{\text{ox}} \), and \( \eta_{\text{etch}} \) are the extraction efficiencies for photons generated in the aperture, oxidized, and etched regions, respectively, \( I_{\text{aper}}, I_{\text{ox}}, \) and \( I_{\text{etch}} \) the currents in the three regions, \( S_{\text{aper}}, S_{\text{ox}} \), and \( S_{\text{etch}} \) the corresponding areas (\( S_{\text{aper}} = \pi r_{\text{aper}}^2 \), \( S_{\text{ox}} = \pi (r_{\text{mesa}}^2 - r_{\text{aper}}^2) \), and \( S_{\text{etch}} = \pi (r_{\text{aper}} + L_d)^2 - r_{\text{mesa}}^2 \)), where \( r_{\text{aper}} \) and \( r_{\text{mesa}} \) are the radii of the oxidized aperture and of the etched mesa, respectively), \( S_{\text{tot}} \) the total effective active area (\( S_{\text{tot}} = \pi (r_{\text{aper}} + L_d)^2 \)), \( h \nu \) the photon energy, and \( e \) the electron charge. In (2) we have assumed the current density to be uniform in the active area, which is the same approximation used in the fitting of \( L_d \) from the current-voltage characteristics. Note that we are not considering any surface recombination effect, which is consistent with the good scaling of \( L-I \) characteristics observed in the QD sample. By using a simulation software based on the dipole source-term method,\(^{16}\) we calculate the extraction efficiency as (at \( \lambda = 970 \) nm): \( \eta_{\text{aper}} = 1.6\% \) in the aperture region, \( \eta_{\text{ox}} = 1.9\% \) below the oxide, and \( \eta_{\text{etch}} = 0.495\% \) in the etched area. Using these values, the measured geometrical areas and the diffusion length \( L_d = 2.7 \) \( \mu \)m derived from the current-voltage characteristics, the radiative efficiency \( \eta_{\text{rad}} \) can be calculated from (2) for different device diameters and bias conditions. The result is plotted in Fig. 8 (middle part) as a function of the effective current density \( J_{\text{eff}} = I/S_{\text{tot}} \). The scaling between the different curves is very good (apart from some discrepancy for the largest device at low current densities), despite the simplicity of the model and the absence of fitting parameters (apart from the diffusion length that was fitted separately from the \( I-V \) characteristics). This confirms that the decrease in efficiency for the small QW LEDs, as seen in Fig. 7, is only due to the diffusion of carriers outside the aperture area, and not to defects introduced by the oxide.

The QD efficiency versus current densities (Fig. 7, bottom part) also show considerable dispersion for different diameters, despite the smaller carrier diffusion evidenced by the current density versus voltage measurements. In particular, similarly to the QW LEDs, the smaller devices present both a lower peak external quantum efficiency and an increased optimum current density, which is an indication for carrier diffusion outside of the aperture area. We note that the light-current measurements were taken at relatively high current densities (\( J > 10 \) A/cm\(^2\)), since the radiative efficiency of InGaNAS is very low at low carrier concentration, due to nonradiative recombination, as shown previously.\(^{22,23}\) In this range, we estimated \( L_d \) to be in the order of 200 nm from the scaling of current-voltage characteristics [Fig. 6(a)]. In order to check this estimate, similarly to the QW LEDs, we write the extraction efficiency as the weighted sum of the efficiencies in the different regions. In this case, however, since \( L_d \) is smaller than the oxidized distance \( L_{\text{ox}} \), we assume that carriers do not diffuse outside of the oxidized aperture, i.e., we neglect photon generation in the etched region, and thus

\[
P_{\text{out}} = \frac{h \nu}{e} \eta_{\text{rad}} (\eta_{\text{aper}} I_{\text{aper}} + \eta_{\text{ox}} I_{\text{ox}})
\]

\[
= \frac{h \nu}{e} \eta_{\text{rad}} \left( \eta_{\text{aper}} \frac{S_{\text{aper}}}{S_{\text{tot}}} + \eta_{\text{ox}} \frac{S_{\text{ox}}}{S_{\text{tot}}} \right) I. \tag{3}
\]

In this case, \( S_{\text{aper}} = \pi r_{\text{aper}}^2 \), \( S_{\text{ox}} = \pi (r_{\text{mesa}}^2 - r_{\text{aper}}^2) \), \( h \nu \) the photon energy, and \( e \) the electron charge. The radiative efficiency is plotted in Fig. 8 (bottom part) as a function of the effective current density, assuming a diffusion length \( L_d = 200 \) nm. The scaling of the different curves is now excellent and further supports the estimated value of \( L_d \) derived from the current-voltage characteristics. Note that the scaling analysis of the light-current characteristics provides additional information as compared to the current-voltage characteristics. In fact, the diffusion length impacts the light-current characteristics more strongly since it affects also the extraction efficiency, particularly in the smallest devices where the diffusion area may be comparable to the current aperture. Moreover, light-current investigations allow the measurement of the diffusion length in a current density range (\( J > 10^5 \) A/cm\(^2\)) where the current-voltage characteristics are dominated by the voltage drop due to the series resistance and the space-charge-limited transport.

Finally, we compare the radiative efficiency of the InGaAs QW emitting at 980 nm to InGaNAS DQW and InAs QDs, both emitting around 1300 nm, as shown in Fig. 8. The InGaAs QW has the highest radiative efficiency, approaching 70% at a current density of 30 A/cm\(^2\), which is a typical value for high-quality InGaAs QWs. The QD LEDs present radiative efficiencies in the 3%–5% range, a somewhat lower value than the 13% previously measured by us\(^{21}\) on similar epitaxial material. Carrier capture by strain-induced defects and reduced spontaneous emission rate due to thermal activation to the barriers and/or to excited states may be the origin of the lower radiative efficiency of QDs as compared to optimized QWs. InGaNAS QWs have an even lower radiative efficiency than QDs, as was previously observed through a direct comparison between the two materials.\(^{22}\) This is likely due to nonradiative defects directly or indirectly related to \( N \) incorporation, which result in much shorter nonradiative lifetimes, particularly in this nonannealed material. Note also that the radiative efficiency maximum (possibly limited by device heating) corresponds to high current densities >1 kA/cm\(^2\), further evidence of nonradiative recombination.
IV. DISCUSSION

The set of measurements presented in Sec. III provides a consistent estimate of the diffusion lengths in semiconductor nanostructures of different dimensionality, i.e., QWs, QDs, and disordered QWs, as a function of the carrier concentration. The first issue that needs to be clarified is whether the measured value is the minority carrier or the ambipolar diffusion length. In fact, the diffusion mechanism depends on the type and geometry of carrier injection. Although no external field is applied in the lateral plane, an imbalance of electron and hole concentrations can produce an electric field that contributes to charge transport through a drift term. For example, in the case of optical excitation of carriers in an undoped semiconductor, the conditions of charge neutrality and zero total current density lead to ambipolar diffusion, where the transport including diffusion and drift can be described as a purely diffusive process with an ambipolar diffusion coefficient given, for a nondegenerate semiconductor, by

\[ D_a = \frac{2D_e D_p}{D_e + D_p} \]  

(see, e.g., Ref. 24), where \( D_e \) and \( D_p \) are the electron and hole diffusion coefficient, respectively. However, as pointed out by Joyce,\(^{25}\) the localized injection of holes from an aperture or a mesa does not correspond to the situation of ambipolar diffusion, since the supply of carriers is asymmetric (localized injection of holes from the \( p \) side, uniform injection of electrons from the \( n \) side). A similar derivation as in the case of ambipolar diffusion leads\(^{25}\) to describing both transport and diffusion with an effective diffusion coefficient,

\[ D_e = 2D_p. \]  

(5)

It is seen that, although representing different physical situations, expressions (4) and (5) give approximately the same value of the diffusion coefficient in the case \( D_e \gg D_p \) (note, however, that, if electrons were confined instead of holes, only the derivation by Joyce would correctly predict a much larger effective diffusion coefficient \( D_e \approx 2D_h \)). Intuitively, the internal electric field favors hole transport against electron transport, counteracting the difference in diffusion coefficients, in order to maintain charge neutrality. Assuming that the carrier lifetime \( \tau \) is independent of the carrier concentration, the diffusion length \( L_d = 2.7 \mu m \) fitted from the \( I-V \) characteristics in our QW LEDs is related to the effective diffusion coefficient through

\[ L_d = \sqrt{D_e \tau} \approx \sqrt{2D_p \tau} \]  

(6)

and is thus also approximately equal to the ambipolar diffusion length since electron mobilities are much larger than hole mobilities in InGaAs QWs. Note that the diffusion length is fitted over a low bias range \( J < 10 \text{ A/cm}^2 \), where the assumption of a constant lifetime is reasonable (monomolecular recombination).

The estimate of the QW ambipolar diffusion length obtained by our method, \( L_d(V) = (2.7 \pm 0.4) \mu m \), is within the range of values reported in the literature; see, e.g., Refs. 1, 12, 26, and 27. The significant spread in these values may be attributed, besides the material quality, to the different excitation levels used in the different experiments (a strong...
reduction in $L_d$ was, for example, observed in Ref. 27 with increasing current injection in a laser structure.

The suppression of carrier diffusion in QDs and disordered QWs, as compared to QWs, was also reported previously. Ambipolar diffusion length values of $L_d=0.5 \mu m$ (In$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$As QDs emitting at 1180 nm$^{28}$) and $L_d<0.6 \mu m$ (resolution limited, InAs QDs emitting at 1270 nm$^{29}$) were measured in QDs using cathodoluminescence and spatially resolved photoluminescence, respectively. Our more stringent estimated upper limit $L_d<100 \ nm$ derives on one side from the stronger electronic confinement (as compared to the QDs used in Ref. 28), on the other side from the better spatial resolution (as compared to Ref. 29), which is provided by the small current apertures and the large dynamic range in $I$-$V$ measurements. The strongly suppressed carrier diffusion in QDs is clearly related to 3D wave function confinement in the low-bandgap islands. The possible mechanisms for diffusion in QDs are (a) thermal hopping and (b) diffusion in the 2D wetting layer (WL) or the 3D GaAs barrier, prior to carrier capture in the QDs. For the large and In-rich QDs and at the low injection levels considered here, thermal hopping is ineffective due to the large potential barrier (270 meV) between the QD ground state exciton energy and the WL energy. The latter mechanism, diffusion prior to carrier capture, has been evoked in Ref. 29 to explain the comparatively larger diffusion length ($L_d=1.6 \ \mu m$) measured when pumping in the GaAs barrier. In contrast, although injection proceeds through the barrier also in our LEDs, we do not observe such an effect. We attribute this difference to the different excitation density used in the two experiments. Indeed, diffusion prior to capture should be negligible in our dots, since the capture time from the barrier to the QDs is smaller than 10 ps$^{30}$.

Finally, it is remarkable that diffusion is strongly suppressed ($L_d=0$–200 nm, depending on carrier density) in InGaNAs DQWs at room temperature. The minority carrier diffusion length in bulk MBE-grown InGaNAs (after annealing) has been previously estimated by fitting the response characteristics of solar cells$^{11}$ $L_{\text{d}}(\text{holes})=30 \ \text{nm}$. However, to the best of our knowledge, the ambipolar diffusion length in InGaNAs QWs has not been reported previously. The very short minority and ambipolar diffusion lengths can be attributed to short carrier lifetimes, to scattering by impurities and by spatial inhomogeneities, or to localized energy states in the band tail. Several of these factors are likely to contribute, depending on the carrier concentration and temperature. Particularly, the current-voltage measurements presented in Figs. 4 and 6 evidence an increase of the diffusion length at high carrier injection, which may indicate a transition from diffusion through hopping among localized states to band-like transport. In fact, compositional disorder in an alloy produces a band tail consisting of states with localized wave functions. At low current densities holes occupy the localized states in the band tail, which are progressively filled as injection is increased, leading to the population of delocalized states inside the band and increased diffusion. Compositional fluctuations along InGaNAs QWs were observed by transmission electron microscopy.$^{31}$ Also, carrier localization at low temperature was indicated for such structures by an S-shape dependence of the photoluminescence (PL) peak position on temperature.$^{32,33}$ In bulk InGaNAs, evidence of exciton localization at low temperature was provided both by time-resolved PL$^{34}$ and by the appearance and magnetic-field dependence of sharp spectral lines in near-field spectroscopy.$^{35}$ While in most reports localization effects are significant for temperatures <100 K, our data indicate that they may persist up to room temperature in our nonannealed InGaNAs QWs. There are several effects that could cause this apparent difference: First, the compositional inhomogeneities giving rise to localization are more significant in nonannealed layers.$^{36–40}$ However, it should be noted that PL measurements on a nonannealed reference sample analogous to the DQW LED revealed a very weak S-like dependence of the peak position on temperature (localization depth about 5 meV, data not shown). Second, the carrier density may also be an important factor for the observation of localization effects: The transition between localized and bandlike behavior, as evidenced by the increase in the diffusion length, is observed at low current densities $J<10 \ \text{A/cm}^2$, corresponding to carrier densities $<10^{10} \ \text{cm}^{-2}$. This excitation range is usually not accessible in optical measurements, because nonradiative recombination is dominant, as we observe in the LED characteristics as well (Fig. 8). Two recent studies on carrier transport in (In)GaNAs layers have in fact evidenced localization effects at temperatures up to 200$^{41}$ and 300 K$^{42}$ at low carrier densities. More investigations specifically devoted to the InGaNAs material as such are needed to clarify this point.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main results presented in this paper are two-fold. First, we have introduced a convenient method for characterizing the diffusion in device structures. The method is based on the analysis of the scaling behavior of light-emitting diodes, where carrier injection is confined within dimensions well below 1 \ \text{\mu m}. By a careful control of current spreading, we have indeed shown that the current-voltage and light-current characteristics are entirely determined by the diffusion of carriers in the active region, which allows the measurement of the diffusion length. Second, we have performed a comparative investigation of diffusion in semiconductor heterostructures having different dimensionality: quantum wells, quantum dots, and disordered quantum wells. Significant in-plane diffusion (diffusion length $L_d=2.7 \ \mu m$) in high-quality InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells results in bad scaling in current-voltage (current does not scale with the device area) and light-current characteristics (efficiency decreases as the area is reduced). In contrast, in-plane compositional fluctuations in quantum dots and disordered quantum wells are effective in suppressing carrier diffusion ($L_d<100 \ \text{nm}$ in QDs and $L_d<200 \ \text{nm}$ in DQWs). The increase of the diffusion length with increasing carrier density in disordered QWs shows the filling of localized energy states in the band tail and the population of higher energy delocalized levels. Besides the fundamental interest in diffusion processes in semiconductor heterostructures, these
results show that the control of carrier diffusion, provided, e.g., by quantum dots, is essential to fabricate efficient devices (LEDs, lasers) with dimensions in the submicrometer scale. In particular, the possibility of injecting current in a submicrometer area is relevant for the realization of ultralow threshold lasers and efficient, single QD LEDs to be used as single-photon sources for quantum communication.
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